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1 Introduction

1.1 State–of–Affairs

The present lot of text books in whose title the composite term ‘Software Engineering’ feature predominantly, to me, fail on four significant accounts:

1. They miss, almost universally, the design issue: They do not teach programming, design, nor specification — they rather take it for granted. That is: They do not show a development from the very beginning to the very end, or at least to such a state that “coding follows!”. Here we use the term ‘development’. Up above we used the term ‘design’. The two relate as follows: Development spans everything, from — as we shall see — domains (domain models) via requirements (models) to software (design models). Design, although predominantly here, in this paper, used mostly in the context of
'software design', also includes the design, or rather — as we shall do it — the abstraction & modelling (as one concept) of domain models and of requirements models.

2. They basically all miss 30 years of formal techniques: There may be, tucked as a separate chapter, seemingly accidental, somewhere, one entitled: “Formal Methods”, but it is always, without exception, abundantly clear that the authors are not conversant in formal techniques — rather they unscientifically venture such statements as “Formal Methods seem applicable only to the development to real-time, safety critical systems”.

3. They basically all take a very syntactic and bureaucratic view of documentation — missing the whole issue, in particular, of description: That all we do is writing documents. That some of these documents are informative, others are descriptive and yet others are analytic. And that descriptions, whether informal or formal are crucial: That to find out what to describe, and how to express a description. Really is at the core of software engineering.

4. And, thus, for lack of a scientific foundation, they “chase” the current fashions of “software engineering” — some are relevant, but how do we, the reader/student really know (?), and some, several, are irrelevant in an academic syllabus. They typically lack a logical, didactic foundations structure: Topics are treated in some not always didactically discernible order; and chapters are more independently readable essays.

1.2 Towards Another Kind of Text Book

In other words, a software engineering text book will be proposed, one that is based on the last 30 years of programming methodology emphasizing the following viewpoints: description principles, and hence semiotics: pragmatics, semantics and syntax, documents: informative, descriptive and analytic; methods and methodology, models and modelling formal specification, abstraction & modelling, and a whole suite of related issues — while presenting the more mundane, but utterly necessary, topics of for example: quality, assurance and control; project and product management; legacy systems; business process [re]engineering; etc. All of this in a natural context of those formal techniques — and not as an “add-on”.

Such a text book seems desired. I will offer you my thoughts and plans for this, based on more than 30 years of experience, of teaching more than 25 full semester
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1 We shall, just as unscientifically, but blissfully, refrain from referring to which such 100,000 copies books we are specifically referring to.
2 The proposed book basically already exists in rather complete forms of chapters of lecture notes.
courses, of teaching more than a similar number of 2–3 week intensive course around the world to — perhaps — around 1000 students, of graduating more than 75 MSc and 15 PhD students in the topic, of initiating perhaps around 15 large scale international R&D software methodology and development projects, and initiating and supporting some six–seven Danish software houses, with more than seemingly around 500 staff, using such formal techniques.

1.3 Prerequisites

We do not understand curricula that “features” a special course in “Formal Methods”. To us, the use of formal techniques is part of well–nigh any university course in programming, software engineering, and the like! The pre–requisite courses are shown in [Figure 1].
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**Figure 1: A Software Engineering Course Context**

That figure also indicates courses that could follow a proper software engineering course, such as outlined in this paper. The figure, however, omits, for sake of brevity, many other necessary computer and computing science courses.
The proposed textbook, although venturing into many of the (problem frame) areas indicated by the last row boxes of [Figure 1] — rather than covering these in-depth — will cover their basic principles, and will show how the principles covered in detail in the book apply to the more specialized problem frames. It is in this way that the book will "contain" itself, will avoid covering everything!

1.4 Summary of Issues

A brief list of main issues: Method, semiotics, descriptions, documents, formal specification, abstraction and modelling, the software engineering triptych, domain engineering, requirements engineering, and software design. "Orthogonal" to the above: Problem frames. In addition we treat some miscellaneous: Business process [re-]engineering, legacy systems, and management.

The paper is cursory: Postulates, more than argues. Surveys, more than goes in-depth. A Bibliographical Notes section brings references that many offset this imbalance.

2 The Didactic Bases

2.1 The Basic "Theories"

The basic cornerstones of our approach to software engineering are: (α) That software development follows the triptych: From domains via requirements to software design. (β) That software development be conducted both informally and formally. (γ) That mastery of semiotics, of description principles and of proper documentation is part of professional software engineering. (δ) That mastery of abstraction and modelling principles and techniques is a prerequisite for subsequent fluency in domain, requirements and software design techniques. And (ω) that the detailed, highly structured principles and techniques of the latter\(^3\) be methodically followed.

2.2 Science ↔ Engineering ↔ Technology

To us the engineer "walks the bridge between science and technology": Builds technological artifacts based on scientific insight, and examines technology so as to ascertain its possible scientific content. To us: Computer science is the study and knowledge of the "things" that can exist inside computers. And Computing

\(^3\) Domain attributes, domain stakeholder perspectives and domain facets; domain requirements projection, instantiation, extension and initialization; as well as similarly large varieties of interface requirements, machine requirements, and software design principles and techniques.
science is the study and knowledge of how to construct those “things”. These views pervade the proposed textbook, as well as the importance of the views of Semiotics: Pragmatics, semantics and syntax; description principles; and proper documentation, informal as well as formal.

2.3 A First View

Repeating the software engineering issues list given earlier, but now with a few more comments, we have:

Method: A set of principles for selecting and applying a number of analysis and synthesis techniques and tools in order efficiently to develop efficient artifacts (Software).

Semiotics: The confluence of pragmatics semantics and syntax.

Descriptions: principles and techniques: designations, definitions, and refutable assertions.

Documents: Be they informative, descriptive, or analytic.

Formal Specification\textsuperscript{4}: Whether property oriented, or model-oriented.

Abstraction and Modelling: On one hand, property oriented specifications; and, on the other hand, model-oriented specifications.

The Software Engineering Triptych: Consists of domain engineering, requirements engineering, and software design.

Domain Engineering: That is: Domain attributes, domain stake-holder perspectives, and domain facets.

Requirements Engineering: That is: Domain requirements, interface requirements, and machine requirements.

Software Design: With design including: Software architecture design, program organisation design, and implementation: “Orthogonal” to the above we treat Michael Jackson’s concept of:

Problem Frames: Whether: Translation Frames, Reactive Systems Frames, Information Systems Frames, Workpiece Systems Frames, Connection Frames, other frames, or combinations thereof. In addition we treat some miscellanea:

Business Process [Re–]Engineering: Discovering laws of the enterprise from domain analysis: formulating “new” enterprise structures, enterprise rules & regulations and new enterprise procedures: and planning and effecting change management.

Legacy Systems: Migrating old systems into new systems based on domain analysis and legacy systems models.

Management: Project Management, primarily strategic, tactical and oper-

\textsuperscript{4} — where formal specifications are just one part of the full specification “picture”: The other parts include informal narrative and terminological descriptions.
tional resource management, and Product Management, primarily market assessment and planning.

3 A Second View

Finally we comment more extensively on the software engineering issues list: Method: A set of principles for selecting and applying a number of analysis and synthesis techniques and tools in order efficiently to develop efficient artifacts (Software). Comments: The planned text book significantly features an adherence to and an exploration of this view of “What a Method is!” Every other software engineering issue covered in the long lists now explored for the third time will be “equipped” with its principles, techniques, and tools. A predominant tool is that of language, since our “main businesses” are those of semiotics, descriptions, and documents. We seriously believe that this emphasis on a specific, proposed view of “What a Method is” is a main feature of the lecture notes.

Semiotics: The confluence of pragmatics — the reasons why we inform, describe and analyse — using specific textual forms; semantics — the meaning of these textual forms; and syntax — the structure of the textual forms. Comments: We consider ease of — fluency in — deploying the three concepts of semiotics important to good software engineering. Pragmatics is what makes us “tick”, but pragmatics is elusive, cannot be formalised. Semantics and syntax can be formalised. Uninformed software engineers write pages of pragmatics, and fail to cover semantics properly.

Descriptions: principles and techniques: designations, manifest “pointers” to actual world phenomena (“things”) in the form of descriptive texts; definitions, abstractions in the form of conceptual definitions; and refutable assertions, which if not potentially expressible renders our descriptions uninteresting. Comments: We consider ease of — fluency in — expression: succinctness, conciseness, and precision, as an indispensable prerequisite to good software engineering. The above can only be achieved when proper concepts have been duly identified. Following the description principles of designations, definitions and refutable assertions, goes hand-in-hand with “ontologisation” and terminologisation.

Documents: Be they informative: “loose” texts — like synopses — not conforming to any conventions; descriptive: rough texts, narratives, terminologies, or formal texts, which indeed describe something; or analytic: texts which report on concept formation from rough descriptions, or validation wrt. stake-holders of narratives and terminologies, or (formal) verification (proofs or model checkings) of formal descriptions. Comments: Informative synopses are like briefs: Starts (“roots”) development. Rough sketch descriptions are like the proverbial “back—of—an—envelope” scribbles based on the analysis of iterations of which proper
concepts are discovered, identified and decided upon. Narratives and terminologies serve to address documentation needs of most stakeholders. Formalisations serve to secure trustworthy and efficient developments. Analytic validation and verification serve to secure believable and correct software.

**Formal Specification:** Whether property oriented, specifying properties of domains, of the required software, and of the software; or model-oriented — specifying domains, required software, and the software in terms of mathematical, in cases even computable values. Comments: Many method principles and techniques will be identified. Formal specification — and hence the choice of a proper, adequate variety of formal specification languages — form an indispensable set of tools for the practising software engineer. Ability to select an appropriate tool, here formal specification language, is thus crucial to professional software engineering.

**Abstraction and Modelling:** On one hand, property oriented specifications based on sorts, generator, observer and — sometimes, a few — auxiliary function signatures, and axioms over these (sorts and functions); and, on the other hand, model-oriented specifications based on discrete mathematical values, including functions (sets, Cartesians, lists, maps). Comments: Many method principles and techniques will be identified: Representation and Operation Abstraction either in terms of sorts, function signatures and axioms or in terms of discrete mathematical, i.e. abstract values such as sets, Cartesians, lists, and maps, form a foundation for abstract modelling. Other abstract modelling principles and techniques are relevant: Denotations and computations — viewing syntactic "things" as denoting functions or describing computations; hierarchies and compositions — developing and/or presenting specifications "top—down" (most composite concepts first), or "bottom—up" (atomic concepts first), or in a judicious choice of both; configurations: spectra of Contexts and states — a “fine—grained state” concept: From static to dynamic, from time independent to temporal: time, space and space/time — introducing ontologies of time and space as appropriate abstractions and in appropriate parts of development; discreteness, continuity and chaos — when to consider the world, or the computing system as behaving discretely, continuously or chaotically. Etc. Fluency in all of the above implied abstraction and modelling principles and techniques is necessary in order to be counted as a professional software engineer.

**The Software Engineering Triptych:** Consists of domain engineering — we cannot formulate requirements unless we have a reasonable understanding of the actual world in which potential, desired (ie. required) software is to be inserted; requirements engineering — and we cannot develop software unless we have formulated its requirements; and software design — which thus, ideally, but not necessarily, is developed after domain and requirements specifications have been established. Comments: Many method principles and techniques will
be identified. An overall paradigm is that of phase, stage and stepwise development — of separation of concerns. One is not necessarily to strictly follow the above phase ordering in development. As long as the final product is documented in that order, with necessary and sufficient domain and requirements specifications. This development triptych is rather novel. It is not to be confused with Knowledge Engineering.

**Domain Engineering:** That is: Domain attributes: (i) static vs. dynamic, (ii) tangible vs. intangible, (iii) one or multi-dimensional, etc., attributes; domain stake-holder perspectives: identification of as relevant a spectrum of stake-holders as relevant (owners, management, workers, customers, regulatory agencies, politicians, etc.) and their perspectives; and domain facets: Intrinsics (the very essentials), supporting technologies, management & organisation, rules & regulations, human behaviour, etc. Comments: Many method principles and techniques will be identified. We stress our belief that our inclusion and rather extensive emphasis on domain engineering is not only novel, but possibly, when properly conducted, a main means for avoiding future software development disasters. Michael Jackson has covered domain attributes well in [Jackson (95), Jackson (97)]. All we do is to show relations to formalisations. The recent [Mciver and Morgan (01)] studies the concepts of stake-holder perspectives and domain facets. We find the concept of domain facets novel and fascinating.

**Requirements Engineering:** That is: Domain requirements: Projection, instantiation, extension and initialisation requirements in direct support of domain phenomena; interface requirements: Identification of phenomena shared between the domain and the machine, and the input/output facilitation of such phenomena, incl. CHI: Computer Human Interface, bulk data input/output, etc.; and machine requirements: Performance, dependability, maintainability, portability, documentation (standards), etc. Comments: Performance deals with both time and space response and (in general) execution times, storage space, etc. Dependability issues include such as reliability, availability, accessibility, fault tolerance, and security. Maintainability comes in three “flavours”: adaptive, perfective and corrective maintenance. Portability deals with not only execution code platforms, but also development and maintenance platforms. But whereas almost all aspects of domain requirements, and many aspects of interface requirements, can both be informally narrated and formally defined, we find this to not yet be the case for machine requirements! Many method principles and techniques will be identified. Our treatment of requirements engineering is novel in that it takes it main departure point in domain models; and in showing “transformations” from domains to domain requirements and from domain

---

5 By machine, with Jackson, we understand the hardware and software to be developed in response to requirements.
requirements to software architecture design, etc.

Software Design: With design including: Software architecture design, which addresses all domain and some interface requirements; program organisation design, which addresses remaining interface and all machine requirements — with the program organisation specification being an extension of the software architecture specification; and implementation. which “transcribes” formally specified architecture and program organisation designs, via module (cum object-oriented) design to executable code. Comments: Our treatment of software design is novel in that it emphasises “transformations” from formal requirements specification, and in separating the concerns of domain vs. machine requirements — into software architecture design, respectively program organisation design. In these lecture notes we shall only cursorily cover program verification — leaving it to [RaiseMethod (95)] and other text books to cover this important area.

Also we shall not express very many principles and techniques applicable within the software design phase: We leave that to specialised courses, some assumed prerequisites to a course based in these lecture notes. There simply is no way in which we can improve upon such text books as [Knuth (68), Dijkstra (76), Jones (80), Gries (81), Reynolds (81), Helmer (84), Jones (86a), Jones (90a)]. “Orthogonal” to the above we treat Michael Jackson’s concept of

Problem Frames: Whether: Translation Frames, as applicable to programming language interpreter and compiler development as well as to such software tools that in general perform abstract interpretation on structured texts; Reactive Systems Frames, typically real-time, embedded, safety critical systems; Information Systems Frames, typically ending up in conventional relational database, or in geographic or demographic information systems; Workpiece Systems Frames, typically forms handling systems (such as for accounting, bookkeeping, and resource management in general); Connection Frames, typically ending up in software that “connect—interfaces” with “other” machines “at either side” (such as web servers, instrument adaptors, etc.); other frames, typically actors and brokers in electronic commerce or in logistics; or combinations thereof. Comments: Many method principles and techniques will be identified. We refer to [Jackson (2001a), Bjørner et al. (97b)]. The miscellanea includes:

Business Process [Re-]Engineering: Discovering laws of the enterprise from domain analysis — void of any reference to requirements to software, let alone such software; formulating “new” enterprise structures, enterprise rules & regulations and new enterprise procedures — with such “new” enterprise behaviours being supported, in cases, by computing &c.; and planning and effecting change management — a rather novel discipline, yet to be better understood. Comments: Business process [re-]engineering can now be done professionally: Using formal, abstract domain modelling principles and techniques.
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A relevant need can thus be addressed in a scientific manner. The use of formal, abstract domain modelling principles and techniques for Business process re-engineering is novel. Much study is still needed.

**Legacy Systems:** Migrating old systems into new systems based on domain analysis and legacy systems models — requires “full-blown” domain analysis of the software systems that form the “legacy”, i.e. a form of “industrial archaeology”. Comments: It seems, to me, that today’s handling of legacy systems: old, convolute computing systems, including data bases, leaves much to be desired. Legacy system migration seems to be treated only syntactically. It seems that proper treatment implies the “full force” of domain engineering.

**Management:** Project Management, primarily strategic, tactical and operational resource management — based on software development graphs: From domains via requirements to software design; and Product Management, primarily market assessment and planning — based on wide—area domain analyses. Comments: Our treatment of management hinges crucially on the fact that we pursue software development according to all the principles and (also formal) techniques listed earlier. This changes management radically from what we normally see explained in conventional software engineering text books.

### 3.1 Some Comments

The ordering of the topics: Semiotics, descriptions, documents, formal specification, abstraction and modelling, the triptych: Domains, requirements and software design, &c. is no “accident”. As we shall soon see, in the proposed text book, this ordering is preceded by a cursory treatment of mathematics: Types, functions, algebras and logic. The term ‘model’ has been used a couple of times, hence the lecture notes devotes a special chapter to the concepts of models and modelling.

### 4 The Structure of the Proposed Text Book

#### 4.1 Overall Structure

The overall structure of the proposed text book follows the ‘issues’ listings given above. Most chapters have extensive examples, problem exercise formulations and solutions, and bibliographical notes. A special “feature” of the proposed text book is a number of individually rather large appendices which contain extensive domain, and in cases some requirements, models of selected infrastructure components. Instead of large examples, in—line with the principles and techniques they most aptly reflect, we have relegated such larger examples to those appendices. We strongly believe these example appendices and their cross—referencing from method issues, to be a most beneficial as well as a novel aspect.
In order to compose large specifications one must have read large such! The proposed text book basically builds on the RAISE Specification Language, RSL [RSL (92), RaiseMethod (95)]. But here and there it makes excursions into various modal logics of time, belief, knowledge, intention, commitment, etc., process languages: Petri Nets, StateCharts, etc. The prerequisites for studying the proposed text book are basically: Programming courses in: functional programming à la Standard ML, logic programming à la Prolog, imperative programming à la Java (or C), and parallel programming à la occam. Also: courses in discrete mathematics and in mathematical logic, and one or two in algorithms & data structures. We leave it to the reader to study the contents listing!
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- To introduce the software design decomposition into software architecture, program organization, etc., that is, Argue that software architecture follows from domain requirements, that program organization follows from machine requirements, and that interface requirements influence both,
- To introduce the concepts of software system demos (and simulators) and of prototyping and
- To lead up the next chapter's treatment of software correctness.

18 CORRECTNESS OF SOFTWARE

Aims & Objectives:

- To argue the necessity for correctness of software implementation wrt. requirements and in the context of domains,
18.1 Introduction

18.2 RSL Implementation Relations

18.3 VDM Refinement Relations

18.4 Model Checking

18.5 Software Testing

18.6 Other Issues of Correct Developments

18.7 Discussion

18.8 Exercises: Formulations and Proposed Solutions

18.9 Bibliographical Notes

19 Michael Jackson's PROBLEM FRAMES

Aims & Objectives:
- To argue, with Michael Jackson, that no one 'method', i.e., no one comprehensive set of techniques suffice for all software development,
- to introduce, "instead", the concept of a set of problem frames, each frame with its diversity of domain, requirements and design techniques and
- to illustrate, in particular such frames as the translation, the information system, the reactive systems, the workplace systems, the connection, and other frames.

19.1 Introduction

19.2 Translation Frame

19.3 Information Systems Frame

19.4 Reactive Systems Frame

19.5 Workplace Frame

19.6 Connection Frame

19.7 Other Frames?

19.8 Discussion of the Frame Concept

19.9 Exercises: Formulations and Proposed Solutions

19.10 Bibliographical Notes

20 PLATFORM PROGRAMMING

Aims & Objectives:
- To argue that major elements of software design can benefit significantly from the use of existing program packages and tools,
- to illustrate that many such platform uses relate more to interface and machine requirements than to domain requirements,
- to discuss and illustrate program package re-use and
- to relate a few of the current "fashions" (Java, UML, OMG) to software design.

20.1 Introduction

20.2 Programming Languages

20.3 Object-orientedness

20.4 Open Distributed Processing

20.5 Other Platform Issues

20.6 Discussion

20.7 Exercises: Formulations and Proposed Solutions

20.8 Bibliographical Notes

21 QUALITY ISSUES

Aims & Objectives:
- To introduce the 'standard' meanings of the terms: software quality, quality assurance and quality control,
- to discuss these meanings in the light of the software development approach taken in these lecture notes and
- to relate these issues to the ISO 9003 Standard.
22 LEGAL ISSUES OF SOFTWARE

Aims & Objectives:
- To investigate the various issues of software patents, intellectual property rights and copyrights,
- to investigate issues of software (development and product purchase) contracts, warranties and liabilities,
- to investigate issues of 'open', ie. 'free' software and
- to investigate the various issues of legalities of software education curricula, software engineers, software houses, software products — ie. of accreditation and certification.

22.1 Introduction
22.2 Patents
22.3 ©: Copyrights
22.4 Intellectual Property Rights
22.5 Contracts & Contractual Obligations
22.6 Free & Open Software
22.7 Accreditation
22.8 Certification
22.9 Other Legal Issues
22.10 Discussion of Legal Issues
22.11 Exercises: Formulations and Proposed Solutions
22.12 Bibliographical Notes

23 PROJECT & PRODUCT MANAGEMENT

Aims & Objectives:
- To introduce the notions of software development resource management: Strategic, tactical and operational management,
- to introduce the notion of project management: Planning, budgeting, accounting, monitoring & control, and project reviews and
- to introduce the notion of product management: Planning, marketing, pricing, sales and service.

23.1 Introduction
23.2 General Issues of Management
23.3 Project Management
23.4 Product Management
23.5 Other Management Issues
23.6 Discussion of Management
23.7 Exercises: Formulations and Proposed Solutions
23.8 Bibliographical Notes

24 CONCLUSION

Aims & Objectives:
- To discuss myths and commandments of "formal methods",
- to review what has been achieved with respect to a systematic, comprehensive enumeration of method principles, techniques and tools and
- to relate the message of these lectures notes to those of [other] textbooks on software engineering.

24.1 A Summary
24.2 On "Formal Methods" Myths
24.3 On Methods & Methodology
24.4 References to other Software Engineering Books
24.5 Open Issues
24.6 Closing Remarks
24.7 Bibliographical Notes

A Railways
A.1 Nets: Lines, Stations, Units, Paths, Routes
A.2 Trains and Traffic
A.3 Time-tables and Schedules
4.3 Some Comments

Yes, indeed: The proposed text book is rather comprehensive. And it requires mature students. We are aiming, not at college or undergraduate students, but at graduate students aiming for a serious, professional Masters degree in software engineering.

5 Conclusion

5.1 Software Engineering: Theory & Practice

The proposed text book in software engineering reflects a certain attitude, not common among today's software engineering text books. It promulgates a rather firm insistence on using suitable pairings of both informal and formal approaches,
and it emphasizes respect for method principles, techniques and tools, for semiotics, for describing — as an occupation — ie. for composing elegant, enjoyably readable descriptions, and for the meticulous carrying out of phases, stages and steps of development (refinement, implementation).

The proposed textbook may seem far too encyclopedic, far too wide-spanning. That is, You may think that too many issues are “mixed up” (a) Semiotics, (b) documentation and (c) description principles. (d–g) Specification programming: Functional, imperative, logic and parallel. (h) Abstraction & modelling — with, if not “zillions”, then at least quite a substantial variety of subsidiary principles and techniques. All the aforementioned, and then (i) the development triptych, and then (j) the problem frame orientation, and then, as if that was not enough, the more (k) mundane issues: Management, legacy, business process re-engineering, etc.

The success of the book depends, obviously, on: Showing that the software engineer of the next 10–15 years need be a hybrid of all of the above; and that all these seemingly diverse disciplines (itemized [a–k, etc.] above) form a consistent whole.

The proposed text book offers its loyal student another way of looking at software and at software engineering, one that is intellectually demanding as well as stimulating, one that emphasizes software engineering and its attendant documents as a universe of intellectual quality rather than the universes of material quantity hitherto offered by the engineering based on the natural sciences. As the careful reader will have noticed, from the table of contents for the proposed text book: Philosophy lies right in front of the software engineering: What can be described? is, of course, always a burning question.

5.2 Experience

I have taught some 25 semester and some 25 two–three week courses in software engineering: The formal techniques programming methodology for large scale software systems, since 1977 — in Denmark and abroad — and to more than 1000 Danish students. Some of these former students, ie. MSc candidates, around some 200 or so, have meanwhile gone on to apply the principles, techniques and tools that are now being gathered in the text book discussed here, in actual, industrial and commercial projects since 1980. Some of them have founded a number of software houses (six–seven), and/or staff these companies, with a total of more than 500 staff. The companies still exists!

The UNU/IIST6 significantly “features” training in and research into such software engineering, now to more than 100 candidates from more than 30 developing countries — who stay at Macau for 10–12 months — while applying the

6 UNU/IIST: The UN University’s International Institute for Software Technology in the Macau SAR, China
method to large scale infrastructure support software development: Railways, manufacturing, ministry of finance, telecommunications, airlines, port management, university management, electronic commerce, and much more.

5.3 Projection

The present lecture note writing project is the third such since 1977. For the period 1977–1991 the lecture notes were called Software Architectures and Programming Systems Design. For the period 1997–1999 the lecture notes were called Software Engineering — A New Approach. Now I call them Software Engineering — Theory and Practice. The first version focused only on software design. The second version — which was never fully completed — was a total rewrite, much in the style of this, the third version, but many topics had not then found their, what I now consider, proper place, and there were simply too many in-line examples, now consolidated in the extensive project documentation oriented appendices (A–G). I should (“easily”?) be able to complete the third version this fall. I will use it for my Spring 2002 course! I hope for a publisher — a rather vain hope these days!
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7 Bibliographical Notes

Since this paper is about a book I am trying to write I have taken the liberty of 
primarily referencing my own publications: They are then intended to serve as 
examples of the kind of style and treatment the book will feature.

First co-authored and co-edited VDM “books” were [Bjørner and Jones (78), 
Bjørner and Jones (82)]. Cliff Jones independently [co-]published [Jones (80), 
Jones (86a), Jones (90a), Jones and Shaw (90)] — with many more references 
expected in his paper for this Colloquium. The most recent VDM-SL book is 
[Fitzgerald and Larsen (97)] — with, I believe, one more imminent. Thoughts 
on software engineering education based on formal techniques, a basis for the 
present paper are published in [[Bjørner (93a), Bjørner and Cuellar (98)].

Methodology issues of VDM and related methods were first published in 
[Bjørner (89a)] and most recently in [McIver and Morgan (01)]. Our approach to 
domain engineering is covered in [Bjørner and Nilsson (92), Bjørner (98a)] and 
[Bjørner (00b)], to requirements engineering in [Bjørner (97)], and to software 
architectures and program organisation in [Bjørner (98b)]. In [Bjørner (80a)] 
additional thoughts around methodology and the software engineering triptych are

---

8 Dansk Datamatik Center, CRI Intl., UNU/IIST, Terma Inc., now Frontbase — a 
long and still unfolding collaboration.
9 UNU/IIST: The UN University’s International Institute for Software Technology, 
Macau SAR, China. I was first and founding UN Director of UNU/IIST, 1991–1997.
found. The software engineering of the programming language domain based on the Vienna approach is found in [Beki et al. (74), Bjørner (77a), Bjørner (77b), Bjørner (78a), Bjørner and Oest (80)]. The software engineering of the information systems with database domain based on the Vienna approach is found in [Bjørner (80b), Bjørner (80c), Bjørner (82), Bjørner and Lovengren (82a), Bjørner and Lovengren (82b)].

General development approaches were published in [Bjørner (78b), Bjørner (81), Bjørner and Prehn (83), Bjørner (87a), Bjørner (89b), Bjørner (91a),] — as well as notably in Cliff Jones' books referenced above.

Software engineering planning in terms of software development (project) graphs are covered in [Bjørner and Nielsen (85), Bjørner (86a), Bjørner (86b), Bjørner (87b)].

Example domain models are presented in Robotics [Bjørner (93c)], Railways [Bjørner et al. (94), Bjørner et al. (95), Bjørner et al. (97a), Bjørner et al. (99a), Bjørner et al. (99b), Bjørner et al. (99c), Bjørner (99)]], Strategic, tactical and operational resource management [Bjørner (99)], Sustainable development [Bjørner (99b), Projects and production [Bjørner (99c)], and E-Commerce [Bjørner (99)] (technical reports are imminent). Software engineering, using formal techniques, across Problem Frames, [Jackson (2001a)], is studied, briefly, in [Bjørner et al. (97b)]. [Bjørner (99d)] provides a recent survey of 25 years of formal techniques.
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